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Scalamandre presents the Pacifica Collection, a diverse assortment of fabric and trimmings inspired by textile traditions of Indonesia and Japan. Dynamic interpretations of vintage kimono patterns and traditional batik become multi-hued prints, fine sheers, and luxurious velvets. A coordinating selection of embroidered and velvet tapes and cords can be chic accents or statements in their own right. Eclectic and accessible, the Pacifica Collection draws on the beauty of regional textile traditions to evoke global inspiration for today’s spaces, passports not required!
SCALAMANDRÉ - PACIFICA FABRIC & TRIMMING COLLECTION

**SAYURI**
EMBROIDERED TAPE
5 COLORWAYS (SC T3324)

**TULSI BLOCK**
PRINT TAPE
4 COLORWAYS (SC T3328)

**CITRA BLOCK**
PRINT TAPE
4 COLORWAYS (SC T3327)

**OBI CORD**
8 COLORWAYS (SC C317)

**PARQUET VELVET TAPE**
5 COLORWAYS (SC T3326)

**RUNWAY VELVET TAPE**
6 COLORWAYS (SC T3325)

**VELVET ROPE CORD**
6 COLORWAYS (SC C316)